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 Normal approximation might be too much a stretch

when ni’s not large enough or px≈1 or 0

 Some of these problems could be corrected

by using transformation and weighting

Generalized Linear Model for Binomial Data

• Recall: linear model

model description 1: Y = Xβ + ε, ε ∼ Ν (0, σ2Ι )
model description 2: Y ∼ Ν (Xβ, σ2Ι ) 

 Y ∼ Ν (µx, Σx) 



 µx = ηx, Σx = σ2Ι

Q: which description can be generalized to binomial data? 
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• 3 components in a generalized linear model (binomial example)

yx ~ B(nx, px)



 link function g: monotone and differentiable such that 

ηx=g(px)  px=g
−1(ηx) [for binimial, g:(0,1)→(−∞,∞) ]

Note. 
 Logit is close to the complementary 

log-log when px is small

• Common choices of link function for binomial data

Logit: ηx= log(px/(1−px))

Probit: ηx= Φ−1(px), where Φ is the cdf of N(0,1)

Complementary log-log: ηx= log(−log(1−px))

 Logit is close to probit when 0.1<px<0.9

(exercise: compare the 3 functions)
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• Recall. Likelihood-based approach for estimation and testing

Estimation: maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)

Testing: likelihood-ratio (LR) test, Wald test

• Log-likelihood of the binomial GLM (use logit link as an example):

• Estimation of β
Recall: in linear model, the LS estimator of β is also the MLE

For GLM, the concept of LS not appropriate any more 

 still can adopt the method of MLE

 maximizing l(β) as a function of β to find MLE

Obtain MLE by solving  ∂ l(β)/∂β=0:

p. 3-7

Usually no explicit formula for MLE of β in GLM

An algorithm (related to IRWLS) to perform the 

maximization will be discussed in future lecture

 Q: What is the estimated covariance matrix of the MLE? 
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Inference

• RSS (in LM) and deviance (in GLM)

Recall: in linear model, RSS play 

a critical role in inference

 Q: In GLM, what is the concept similar to RSS? 

 consider two models L and S

 a larger model L: l parameters and likelihood LL
 a smaller model S: s (s < l) parameters and likelihood LS

 S is nested in L (S ⊂ L), e.g.,

 Q: How to evaluate whether              are close enough in GLM? 

 To test H0: S (say, Aβ=c) vs. H1:L\S, likelihood 

methods suggests the likelihood ratio statistics:

where dfL\S=dim(L)−dim(S)=l−s.
p. 3-9

 Suppose that the larger model L is saturated. 

We have                 under L, and the LR test statistic becomes:

where         is the fitted values from the smaller model S.

DS is called deviance of S, which plays a role similar to RSS

 Since the saturated model fits as well as any 

model can fit, the deviance DS measures how 

close the (smaller) model S comes to the 

perfection (i.e., D=0 under saturated model).

 Deviance can be treated as a measure of goodness-of-fit
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• Suppose yi’s are truly binomial and ni’s are relatively large

Test for goodness-of-fit

If the model S is correct (H0), under H0:

• Use deviances to compare two models S and L, where S nested in L

 can use deviance to test whether the 

model is an adequate fit (i.e., not rejected)

The chi-square (null distribution) is 

only an approximation that becomes 

more accurate as the ni’s increase

[often suggest ni≥5 ]

Larger model L:  deviance DL and dfL (=k−l)
Smaller model S: deviance DS and dfS (=k−s)
To test H0: S (say, Aβ=c) vs. H1:L\S, the LR test statistics is

which is asymptotically distributed as                under H0
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• In terms of the accuracy of null distribution approximation, nested 

test is generally better than goodness-of-fit test

• (Wald test) alternative test for 

H0: βi=0 vs. H0: βi≠0

Recall. Consider the MLE for estimating Θ
 Asymptotic normality:

 Linear transformation:

 Wald test statistic for H0: AΘ=c vs. H1: AΘ≠c is:

Can be generalized to H0: βi=c or H0: β=c or H0: Aβ=c
 In contrast to normal linear model, these two test statistics

(deviance-based and Wald) are not identical

test statistics: z-value
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• Brief comparison

Deviance-based test requires finding the MLEs for both 

models S and L, while Wald test needs just one MLE (for L) 

 deviance-based test requires more computation

 deviance-based test is preferred unless

computation is too burdensome

Approach 1: (from Wald test) 

Hauck-Donner effect (Hauck and Donner, 1977): 

for sparse data (i.e., many ni’s=1 or small), the 

standard errors can be over-estimated and so the 

z-value is too small than it should be and the 

significance of an effect could be missed

• 100(1−α)% confidence interval for βi
T (test statistic)

θ

acceptance 

region of 

H0: θ =θ0 vs. 

H1: θ ≠θ0

confidence 

interval 

based on 

TobsTobs

θ0

Duality between confi-

dence interval and tests
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